Door Systems Comparison
Brand

Lemieux

Door
Type/Name

French Doors
Interior and
Exterior

Le Chateau Interior
and Exterior

Le Palais
Interior and
Exterior

Traditional Interior and
Exterior

Artisan Interior and
Exterior

Birch, Cherrym VG " "
Douglas Fir,
Mahogany, Maple,
Oak, Pine, Poplar
Insulated Glass and " "
Low-E Canadian
Solar Energies
Association
bestowed upon
Lemieux the 2005
“Solar Thermal
Project of the Year”
award.

""

""

Pine

VG Douglas Fir
Mahogany, Oak, Pine

""

""

Features

This is a company
that prides itself on
its specialty for
exceptional French
doors. Built using a
clamp glazed
method perfected by
Lemieux in 1992, we
avoid the use of
nails and staples for
a clean,
unblemished finish.
It's an innovation
that's had a definite
impact, and helped
Lemieux Doors
become a leader in
North American
French door sales.
Time-tested mortise
& tenon
construction, and a
pioneering UV sealer
system all contribute
to the production of
outstanding French
doors.

Le Chateau lets you
transform the ordinary
into the extraordinary
with a multitude of panel
designs in primed or
natural wood species.
This stunning collection
of panelled doors is
available in an almost
endless range of design
combinations, each of
which will accentuate
any room with its
elegance and
distribution. Constructed
from MDF panelling for
increased strength and
stability, these doors are
resistant to cracks and
leaks caused by thermal
expansion and
contraction. Advanced
engineering of rails and
stiles results in a door
that is not only lighter,
but requires no special
screws for installation.

Sophistication
and originality are
the hallmark of
the Le Palais
collection,
created to lend a
distinctive
personality to
your home.
Graced with
intricate and
inventive designs,
Le Palais is a
labour of love
with added
prestige. Le
Palais doors are
built to the same
exacting
specifications as
the Le Chateau
collection,
incorporating
MDF panels for
strength and
stability, in
addition to
offering a more
refined style.
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Species

Energy Star

Premier Glass
Interior and
Exterior

In addition to the
wonderful
ambiance of
natural light,
doors with
decorative glazing
lend an air of
beauty, intimacy
and sophistication
to any home.
Polished to a
brillant finish, fully
sealed, tempered,
and triple-glazed,
the Premier Glass
collection strikes
the perfect
balance between
serenity and style.
We also affer
three different
caming options to
accent glazing brass and zinc,
any of wich will
add to the
panache of your
home.

""

Those who have a
The charm of the
definite preference for the countryside are captured
look and feel of pine can in the Artisan series, their
rustic appeal well
find the answer in
Lemieux's range of
deserved: these are
doors built by true
imported doors!
Traditional and timeless craftsmen! Unparalleled
attention to detail and
they're designed to fit
quality aside, they're
seamlessly into any
décor. Made expressly for among the best doors
interior use, these
available today versatile doors are
complete with durable
available with panels,
MDF panel components
louvers or bifolds.
and warranty against
Lemieux's imported doors splitting.
are offered in either single- Add to that raised
hip split resistant, or solid mouldings and the widest
double-hip panel designs, selection of glazing
and in a wide assortment offered by any door
of sizes.
maker and you'll realize
Panels:Two types
just how easily the
available:Veneered split- Artisan series can deliver
proof/shrink proof and
a door created just for
you, perfectly
Solid double-hip panel
(traditional look)
complementing your
-1/0 to 4/0 widths
home and taste in decor.
available, 6/8, 7/0, 8/0
heights, all doors are
stain grade, specials
available

